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A Soldier is rough and hard, even when his own heart tells him to be gentle...Lady Emeline

Fairhaven is the uncommonly beautiful young widow in charge of her late husband&apos;s castle

and all those who dwell within. Fiercely independent and loyal, she&apos;s long since given up

hope for her own happiness with the handsome young soldier she once loved. All she wants now is

to be left in peace and to be a good overseer to her people.Rowan Hawthorne started from nothing

but rose quickly through the ranks of Edward III&apos;s army with his legendary skills on the

battlefield. Now, he is a force to be reckoned with. More than anything else in life, he wants two

things - power and revenge on the woman who broke faith with him years before.When the King

rewards Rowan&apos;s battle prowess with the keys to Fairhaven Castle, he ensures that the fate

of Lady Emeline is in Rowan&apos;s hands. The brilliant strategist lays his plans for the young

widow with military precision. If he has his way she will soon bow to him, both in his bed and out of

it.This story was previously released under a different title. It has been expanded and rewritten.

Enjoy!
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I enjoyed the whole line. I'm here looking for more.

Claimed by the Soldier is another lovely read from Calyope Adams! Interesting historical themed

romance read with a great storyline featuring a beautiful widow. Not your typical historical romance

read. Great plot with some lovely characters, great descriptions, and a nice flow. If you love

historical romances, you should read this! ***I voluntarily read and reviewed this as an ARC***

I was hooked right into the story. I felt such a connection to Emeline who had had to make tough

choices. When she is reunited with her lost love, it does not go the way she expected. Rowan is

very conflicted about his feelings and it takes him time to understand the truth of the past. It is a well

written historical romance with a great storyline and well-developed characters..I am voluntarily

reviewing a copy I received.

WOW! This book really surprised me! I'm not a big fan or historical romance but this book had a

great story line. All the 'sexy time' made me forget that this book took place the the 1300s ;)Calyope

Adams is quickly becoming a favorite of mine!

I felt uncomfortable reading this book! The odious, selfish narcissistic, sadistic supposed hero was

unusually cruel to the gentle heroine who had suffered horrendous abuse in the hands of her dead

husband, and I despised him for treating her as he did when what she needed was love and care. I

really hated the despicable hero, who was nothing more than an animal. However, the heroine

suffered from Stockholm Syndrome, which really annoyed me. I don't understand how anyone can

love a person after they have been so horribly abused by someone. I don't care how much I loved

someone before, but if they treated me in that way, my love would have turned to hate in a minute!

The book is about 178 pages long, and not the 268 pages it was supposed to be, thank goodness

for that! From what I read in this book, it seems this author has a twisted, perverted fetish for sexual

bondage and women being taken by men against their will, and from the excerpt of Chosen By The

Prince, it seems as there will be more of this sick, disturbing, twisted sexual bondage toward an

innocent virgin girl! This sexual bondage is ok if you like men abusing and raping virgin you girls, but

it is not to my liking, because I find it is really disturbing and twisted! I would not recommend this

read if you are looking to read a romance book, and this is no romance, it is a perverted, twisted

read, and can be likened to a book of a psychotic sociopath who gets their hands on helpless girls



and takes them prisoner to make her his sex slave! See!! I will never read another book by this

disturbed,, and sexually twisted author!!!

I love Calyope Adams. Each book is so different but each is great. This book is a wonderful second

chance romance with lots of suspense. Will Lady Emeline and Lord Rowan overcome their pride

and misunderstandings to find true love?

Calyope Adams did a great job on this book. The story is well written. This is a really good story. I

enjoyed it. Lady Emeline and Rowan are great together. Their chemistry is sweet and sexy. Great

pair. This is a good book. Thank you, Calyope Adams. Great work :)

This review is based on four categories: Story Plot, Hero/Heroine Likeability, Romantic Theme, and

Erotic Rendezvous. Each category is divided into word sections and rated using a 0-5 number scale

where 5 most accurately describes the term. The composite scores for overall rating and categories

are quantitatively derived.~~~~ OVERALL SCORE ~~~~: 1/5Ã¢Â€Â¢ Strengths - interesting side

characters, nice flowÃ¢Â€Â¢ Weaknesses - (this reader really did not care for the story which is not

a legitimate weakness however...) Hero not heroic just a jerk~~~~ STORY PLOT ~~~~:

3/5Compelling: 3Amusing: 0Intriguing: 3Exotic: 0Provocative: 0Boring: 0Ordinary: 0Repellent:

1Flavorless: 0Monotonous: 0~~~~ HERO/HEROINE LIKEABILITY ~~~~---- Hero ----:

0.1/5Tenacious: 5Arrogant: 5Charming: 0Decisive: 5* The hero was rarely kind to heroine and while

he did internally struggle with his outward behavior his calculated actions through out the book were

abusive mentally and sexually---- Heroine ----: 5/5 (felt so sorry for her)Good - Natured: 5Cheeky:

0Dull: 0Bollixed: 3* Poor pretty thing... she needed someone to save her (personally I hoped her

guard Paul would fill the role)~~~~ ROMANTIC THEME ~~~~: 0/5Dreamy: 0Tender: 0Exciting:

3Maudlin: 4Disagreeable: 4Subjugation: 5~~~~ EROTIC RENDEZVOUS ~~~~: 1/5(# Of

occurrences approx 2)Carnal: 1Seductive: 0Steamy: 3Suggestive: 0Sensual: 0Raw: 0Bondage: 2*

Hero psychologically abusive before, during, and after erotic encounters... this leaves the reader

with a flat feeling regarding the sexual aspects of story... this is not a fun sexy story
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